Skeletons.

Every politician and candidate has them, and it is time for me to come clean
with mine. Here it goes....

Skeleton #1: I graduated Magna Cum Laude from college.
Skeleton #2: I graduated Cum Laude from law school.
Skeleton #3: I won a National Award for my pro bono legal services, the only
sole proprietor woman in the country to receive the award.

Skeleton #4: I was named a Top Woman of Law in Massachusetts in 2011.
Skeleton #5: I am self-made. I built a successful law practice from nothing--no
connections, no big checks from Mom, Dad, or family.

Skeleton #6: I fight against the Federal government and win when people's
lives and businesses and jobs are on the line.
Skeleton #7: I was a varsity cheerleader in High School.

You get the picture. I have a track record of success and delivering results in
the fights that I take on-send me to Congress to fight and win for you.

Click here to contribute $50, $100, $500 or more, and join me in standing
up and winning for hardworking people.

It is time for politics to actually bring real solutions to the people. Sending the
same career politicians back to DC year after year will change nothing.
Politicians seem to have forgotten that their job is to improve the lives of
hardworking people.

Can you contribute $50 or more so we can fight back against this
do-nothing Congress?

Have you had a raise lately? Congress has. Have you ever failed to show up for
your job 3 weeks in a row and kept your job? Congress has. Can you do nothing
at your job and remain employed? Congress can. Let's tell them Congress
can't.

Click here to contribute $25, $50, $100, $500 or more, and send me to
fight for you and deliver results for hardworking people.

Are you happy paying taxes to watch Congress do nothing to help us
hardworking people out here? I'm not, and that is why I am in this race.

It is up to us. I know that if we elect people who know how to get things
done, we will find real world solutions and succeed. Please join me today.

Please rush us a secure contribution right now to make sure I have the
resources I need to stand up...and fight...and win for you.

Thank you for your support,
Marisa

P.S. I threw in the cheerleading one for fun-some people may think it is a
skeleton...but either way, we were County champions. I delivered my best for
my team, and I will do the same for you.

